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STEP-1

Log in to Topbar as an administrator
Click MGT Icon
Click the Sign-up link as shown 

STEP-1



STEP-2
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Fill the form 
Get ready with ABN (ACN is not mandatory)
The Logo is not mandatory – you can upload your logo later if you want 
Remember the password-This is your password to login

STEP-2
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STEP-3

Read and accept our terms and conditions 

STEP-3



STEP-4
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You will get your verification email into your email inbox
Check your spam; if it is in the junk/ spam folder, first move to inbox
Then verify 
You can verify the link only once; if you try to verify again, it will 
throw an error 

STEP-4



After you verify your email, you will get another 
email with your user ID
This is the admin(PM) user ID
Use this ID to login and complete the next steps 

STEP-5
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STEP-6
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Click ‘add subscription.’
If you have selected the “Heart Health Check (HHC) plan, you will be taken to user management directly
Make sure you have the bank details ready

STEP-6



You will be asked to review and accept the SaaS agreement

STEP-7
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STEP-8
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STEP-8

Remember to select your correct 
subscription type

HHC Integrated with Topbar:

HHC Non-integrated:

Integrated with Topbar-Monthly

Integrated with Topbar-Yearly:

You will be able to do heart health Checks only
You are linked to BP/MD through Topbar 

Your Full functional MGT account for unlimited CDMs
You are linked to BP/MD through Topbar 
Yearly commitment- early termination fees applied 

Your Full functional MGT account for unlimited CDMs
You are linked to BP/MD through Topbar 
No yearly commitment

You will be able to do heart health Checks only
You are NOT linked to BP/MD
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STEP-9

Fill in the direct debit details (Not for Heart Health Check plans) 

STEP-9



STEP-10
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Remember to add correct details for your GPs since, once 
submitted, and you cannot change it.
Have your GPs Provider number and AHPRA number ready
AHPRA number is not needed for nurses

STEP-10
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STEP-11

As a practice manager, you can manage your user accounts
You can create users
You can deactivate the GPs who are no longer working and create a 
new GP user account.

STEP-11



STEP-12
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Practice managers can manage users' passwords
You can update the users’ password here
When the user click ‘forgot password’, PM will get an email to reset the password

STEP-12
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STEP-13

Purchase additional GP user licenses through subscription details

STEP-13
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Now it is time to learn to use MGT.
MGT is simple to learn. It is designed for self learning with minimal assistance

You will find your virtual training assistant here 
Join our webinars for further training (webinar links will be published through the virtual assistant) 
Or simply reach out to us through here



Collins Street Tower, Level 3, 480 Collins Street,
Melbourne Victoria 3000

03 86106353

www.mygpmptool .com.au


